
UV of Science and Technology Interest Group (UVSTIG)
Organizers: Stephan McCandliss (JHU) and Jason Tumlinson (JHU/STScI)

Major activities:  

(1) Monthly QUEST Talk series: the Quorum for UV Exploration of Science and Technology 

(2) “not the AAS” Splinter Tuesday Jan 11 from 12 noon - 1:30 EST 

(3) looking ahead into 2022, we will synthesize tech needs from Astro2020 
recommendations and feed these into PAG and COR office activities 

also: please attend general COPAG session tomorrow at noon eastern

to sign up for the email list, send a blank email to UVSTIG-join@lists.nasa.gov 
and visit https://cor.gsfc.nasa.gov/stigs/uvstig/QUEST/

mailto:UVSTIG-join@lists.nasa.gov


Context



Pathways to Discovery (PtD) Mission Recommendations

After a successful mission and technology maturation program, NASA should embark on a program to realize a mission 
to search for biosignatures from a robust number of  about ~25 habitable zone planets and to be a transformative facility 
for general astrophysics. If  mission and technology maturation are successful, as determined by an independent review, 
implementation should start in the latter part of  the decade, with a target launch in the first half  of  the 2040s (page 7-17).

The report specifies a total of  $1.2B this decade for the GOMTMP, which breaks down into $800M for the IR/O/UV 
flagship starting as soon as practical, and then by $40M/year for the other two starting in the second half  of  the decade.

The NASA Astrophysics Division should establish a Great Observatories Mission and Technology Maturation Program, 
the purpose of  which is to co-develop the science, mission architecture, and technologies for NASA large strategic 
missions identified as high priority by decadal surveys. (§7.7.1, page 7-8 to 7-11).GOMTMP

IR/O/UV 
or LUVEx,  
or IOUST

NASA should continue funding for the Strategic Astrophysics Technology Program, and should expand proposal calls to 
include intermediate level technology maturation targeted in strategic areas identified for the competed Probe class 
missions (page 6-5).
NASA should increase funding levels for the Detector Development and Supporting Technology components of  the 
Astrophysics Research and Analysis Program. Priority should be placed on increasing grant sizes for larger efforts as well 
as increasing the overall funding in the technology elements of  the program. The total increase needed to ensure a 
healthy selection rate and appropriate grant sizes is estimated to be about 50 percent above inflation (page 6-4).

NASA should establish a time-domain program to realize and sustain the necessary suite of  space-based electromagnetic 
capabilities required to study transient and time-variable phenomena, and to follow-up multi-messenger events. This 
program should support the targeted development and launch of  competed Explorer-scale or somewhat larger missions 
and missions of  opportunity.

Tech Dev 
SAT+APRA+

Time Domain 

Foundations PtD also made a number of  recommendations about strengthening and diversifying the PI base and proposing teams 
that will be the subject of  Erika Hamden’s presentation.



Our goals for today

(1) Assess and discuss the Pathways to Discovery recommendations that bear on our work 

(2) hear about the latest tech developments 

(3) kick off 2022 UVSTIG analysis of “gaps” in UV/optical technological readiness in light of 
the Astro2020/PtD recommendations. 



Agenda

Topic / Time / Candidate Speakers 
Intro & Context / 10 min / Tumlinson  
Science  
 Time Domain Science / 10 min / Cenko  
 Exoplanet Science / 10 min / Shkolnik  
 SMEX concepts / 5 min / Heap  
Tech 
 Coatings / 10 min / Quijada 
 Gratings / 10 min / Fleming  
Broadening the PI base / 10 / Hamden  
Panel / 20 min / McCandliss, Siegmund, Nikzad, Hamden  
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http://www.astrostrategictech.us/index.cfm?event=ehQuadChart.getQuadChartInfo&id=17-SAT17-0018
http://www.astrostrategictech.us/index.cfm?event=ehQuadChart.getQuadChartInfo&id=18-SAT18-0011
http://www.astrostrategictech.us/index.cfm?event=ehQuadChart.getQuadChartInfo&id=16-SAT16-0019
http://www.astrostrategictech.us/index.cfm?event=ehQuadChart.getQuadChartInfo&id=12-SAT12-0018
http://www.astrostrategictech.us/index.cfm?event=ehQuadChart.getQuadChartInfo&id=10-SAT10-0050
http://www.astrostrategictech.us/index.cfm?event=ehQuadChart.getQuadChartInfo&id=17-SAT17-0010
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WHAT HAPPENS HERE? 

http://www.astrostrategictech.us/index.cfm?event=ehQuadChart.getQuadChartInfo&id=17-SAT17-0018
http://www.astrostrategictech.us/index.cfm?event=ehQuadChart.getQuadChartInfo&id=18-SAT18-0011
http://www.astrostrategictech.us/index.cfm?event=ehQuadChart.getQuadChartInfo&id=16-SAT16-0019
http://www.astrostrategictech.us/index.cfm?event=ehQuadChart.getQuadChartInfo&id=12-SAT12-0018
http://www.astrostrategictech.us/index.cfm?event=ehQuadChart.getQuadChartInfo&id=10-SAT10-0050
http://www.astrostrategictech.us/index.cfm?event=ehQuadChart.getQuadChartInfo&id=17-SAT17-0010


for discussion:  
what will it take to be ready,  

to go to mission implementation in ~2026? 

what combination of lab, small mission, and/or 
prototypes will get us there? 

what additional analysis can we do to inform COPAG 
and NASA efforts towards the GOMTMP?


